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In this paper, we analyze nominal reduplication in MaNarayi, an Aboriginal language
spoken in the Northwest Territory of Australia. Nominal reduplication in MaNarayi does
not conform to any purely prosodic template, suggesting either an analysis with no
prosodic template (as in Merlan 1982) or one with a violable prosodic template (as in
McCarthy and Prince 1993b and 1995b). We explore both analyses in the framework of
Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993), concluding that both analyses
adequately account for the data. However, we provide theoretical arguments against the
templatic analysis, arguing that reduplication is best explained a-templatically.
1 The MaNarayi Reduplicant
MaNarayi exhibits productive reduplication in many word types for a variety of
grammatical functions. In particular, nominal reduplication is used to denote plurality or
the property of having (lots of) the reduplicated noun (MerlanÊ1982), sometimes
accompanied by a suffix -ji or -ïi.1 This nominal reduplication, with a few exceptions,
turns out to be very regular. The most crucial set of data is given in (1).2
(1)

base form

gloss

redup. form

gloss

guRjag
ga÷ïi
gambuÓa

ÔlilyÕ
ÔMMBC, MMBSSCÕ
ÔMB, ZCÕ

guRjuRjagïi
ga÷ïa÷ïiji
gambambuÓaji

Ôhaving a lot of liliesÕ
pl.
pl.

MerlanÊ(1982:216) claims that the reduplicant is infixal CVC (e.g.ÊguR-juR-jagïi),
where the first consonant of the reduplicant is a copy of the onset of the second syllable
of the base (marked with a double underline in (2)), and the remainder of the reduplicant
is a copy of the rime of the first syllable (single underline) (see also DavisÊ1988):

Ê

This paper has benefited from the helpful comments and suggestions of Suzanne Lyon, Armin Mester,
Jason Riggle, Adam Ussishkin, and the participants in the UCSC Phonology Interest Group, though of
course, the authors are solely responsible for the content of this paper. The authorsÕ names appear in
alphabetical order; comments can be directed to either author.
1
ÊThe distribution of these suffixes is not important to the analysis, so they will be ignored in this paper.
2
ÊIn the gloss, MÊ=Êmother, FÊ=Êfather, BÊ=Êbrother, ZÊ=Êsister, CÊ=Êchild, and SÊ=Êson, with combinations
taken one by one as a string of possessives (e.g.ÊMMBCÊ=ÊmotherÕs motherÕs brotherÕs child).
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(2)

RED=CVC
BASE

g

u

RED

R

j

u

BASE

R

j

a

g

Another possible interpretation of the data is that the reduplicant is infixal VCC
(cf.ÊMcCarthy and PrinceÊ1986, 1993b, 1995b):
(3)

RED=VCC
BASE

g

RED

u

R

BASE

j

u

R

j

a

g

Comparing these two interpretations, it turns out that the CVC reduplicant is less
harmonic than the VCC reduplicant. The CVC reduplicant does not preserve the linear
order of the base segments it copies (a violation of McCarthy and PrinceÕs (1995a)
LINEARITY -BR), while VCC reduplication does. The CVC reduplicant creates an
adjacency relationship not present in the base (violating CONTIGUITY -BR), while the
VCC reduplicant does not. Additionally, the CVC reduplicant is misaligned worse with
respect to the left edge of the prosodic word than the VCC reduplicant is (a violation of
A LIGN -LÊ(RED ,PrWd), from Generalized Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993a)).
These facts are summarized in the chart below:
(4)

LINEARITY-BR

CONTIGUITY-BR

ALIGN-LÊ(RED,PrWd)

CVC (juR)

jÊ<ÊuR

jÊÊƒÊu

guR

VCC (uRj)

✔

✔

g

RED

shape

The CVC reduplicant fares better than the VCC reduplicant with respect to only one
possible constraint, RED=σ. But if this constraint exists and is high-ranking, we should
see a more harmonic CVC reduplicant (such as *guR-guR-jag, which preserves both
linearity and contiguity). Thus, the CVC reduplicant cannot fare better than any other
reduplicant with respect to any constraint hierarchy, so it could never be a correct output.
So we can conclude that the reduplicant must have a VCC shape.
The data in (5) seem to show that the VCC reduplication approach is problematic,
since the reduplicant (underlined and set off by hyphens) does not conform to the VCC
pattern. The data in (5) require a VC shape. However, both VCC and VC can be unified
if we assume that the reduplicant copies the maximal sequence of consonants available in
the base after the copied vowel. In (1), two consonants follow the copied vowel, while
only one consonant does in (5). Thus, the reduplicant is of the general shape VC1, with
VC and VCC as possible exponents.
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(5)

base form

gloss

redup. form

gloss

wañima
gañugu
jiRag
gabuïi
guRaïøinji

Ôyoung personÕ
Ôpoor thingÕ
ÔfatherÕ
Ôold personÕ
ÔdirtyÕ

w-añ-añima
g-añ-añugu
j-iR-iRagïi
g-ab-abuïi
g-uR-uRaïøinji

pl.
pl.
Ôfather(s) and child(ren)Õ
pl.
Ôvery dirtyÕ

This descriptive generalization is successfully extended to other sets of data. The
examples in (6) are essentially the same as (1): the reduplicant is infixal VCC. Although
these examples alone allow for the interpretation that the reduplicant is CCV due to the
identical vowels in the first and second syllables of the base (e.g., ïa-lwa-lwaji or
ïalwa-lwa-ji), this is implausible if we expect the reduplicant to appear in a coherent and
uniform manner from word to word (as opposed to varying from word to word as in
Merlan 1982).
(6)

base form

gloss

redup. form

gloss

ïalwaji
gu÷gu
ba÷gal
wa÷giï
ïimgan

ÔmudÕ
ÔMBÕ
ÔeggÕ
ÔchildÕ
Ôknowledgeable personÕ

ï-alw-alwaji
g-u÷g-u÷guji
b-a÷g-a÷galji
w-a÷g-a÷giï
ï-img-imgan

Ôvery muddyÕ
pl.
Ôhaving a lot of eggsÕ
pl.
pl.

The examples in (7) are additional cases where the shape of the reduplicant is
ambiguous, because CV reduplication is an obvious possibility, again due to the identical
first and second vowels (e.g., ga-ma-magïi or gama-ma-gïi). However, the VC1 shape
still holds for these data, so it can be naturally assumed that the first VC is the actual
reduplicant in these examples:
(7)

base form

gloss

redup. form

gloss

gamag
êadal
êuêu
malam
baêa
baRaNali

Ôdigging stickÕ
ÔshellÕ
ÔwingÕ
ÔmanÕ
ÔfatherÕ
Ôfather-in-lawÕ

g-am-amagïi
ê-ad-adalji
ê-uê-uêuji
m-al-alamji
b-aê-aêaji
b-aR-aRaNaliji

Ôhaving digging sticksÕ
Ôhaving shells; turtlesÕ
Ôhaving wingsÕ
pl.
Ôfather(s) and child(ren)Õ
Ôin-lawsÕ

Finally, the examples in (8) are analyzed in the same way, with a VCC
reduplicant. These cases might also be analyzed as partial reduplication resulting from
the combination of total reduplication plus the NOECHO or *REPEAT effect in the sense of
Spaelti (1997) and Yip (1998, to appear). However, as they are a direct consequence of
VCC reduplication, there is no need to posit two separate analyses.
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(8)

base form

gloss

redup. form

gloss

bugbug
ïabïab
banban

Ôold personÕ
ÔMFÕ
ÔwoomeraÕ

b-ugb-ugbug
ï-abï-abïab
b-anb-anban

pl.
pl.
Ôhaving woomeraÕ

In summary, we conclude that VC1 is the shape of the reduplicant operative in
MaNarayi. In the remainder of the paper, we present both an a-templatic and a prosodic
templatic analysis of these data in the framework of OT, and compare the two analyses.3
2 A-Templatic Analysis: Emergence of the Unmarked
The diagram below shows how the reduplicant is positioned with respect to the base and
the prosodic word for the reduplicated form g-uRj-uRjag:
(9)

PrWd
g
BASE

u

R

j

u

RED

R

j

a

g

BASE

There are two properties of the reduplicant that need to be explained: (i)Êthe left edge of
the reduplicant is misaligned from the left edge of the prosodic word by one segment, g;
and (ii)Êthe reduplicant maximally copies as many adjacent consonants from the base as
possible, but only copies one vowel (i.e. the reduplicant adds only one syllable to the
base). Each of these properties is explained in this section in the framework of OT.
2.1 Misalignment of the Reduplicant
The misalignment of the reduplicant violates the following constraint from Generalized
Alignment (McCarthy and PrinceÊ1993a) which requires that the reduplicant occur as far
left in the prosodic word as possible:
(10)

ALRWÊ≡ÊALIGN-Left (RED,PrWd)
The left edge of any reduplicant must be aligned to the left edge of some
prosodic word (gradiently violable).4

Violations of ALRW emerge through satisfaction of left-anchoring of the base
(McCarthy and PrinceÊ1995a):

3

ÊNot all data from MerlanÊ1982 can be accounted for under this analysis. The form mu-Ói-ÓimuÓi ÔFFs and
SSsÕ has a CV reduplicant and not a VC reduplicant (*m-uÓ-uÓimuÓi) as expected. Additionally, some
forms undergo total reduplication: NuguNuguji Ôsoaked; having waterÕ, mariïmariï Ôyoung girlsÕ, and
NalaNalaji Ômother(s) and child(ren)Õ. This type of reduplication for nouns seems less productive and
unpredictable, so we do not analyze it in this paper.
4
ÊOne might be inclined to treat the reduplicant as right-aligned, so that the correct analysis of guRjuRjag is
with the second uRj as the reduplicant: guRj-uRj-ag. However, there is no way to prevent the a from being
reduplicated, so a right-alignment analysis would predict the incorrect *guRja-Rja-g as the correct output.
That the left-alignment analysis is preferable is supported by NelsonÊ(1998), who argues for the elimination
of right-anchoring (right-anchoring would be required to prevent the final g from reduplicating).
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(11)

ANCHL-IO
The left edges of the input and output must correspond.

The fact that left-anchoring of the base is more important than left-alignment of the
reduplicant is captured in OT by the ranking ANCHL-IOÊ>>ÊALRW. Given this
constraint hierarchy, the leftmost segment of the input must be the leftmost position in
the output, preventing the reduplicant from being prefixed. However, the position of the
infixation is not free. Under the pressure of the low-ranked alignment constraint, the
reduplicant is mandated to be infixed immediately after the initial consonant of the base.
(12)

/guRjag, RED/
✔ a.

g-uRj-uRjag

b.

guR-guRjag

ANCHL-IO

ALRW
g

*!

The reduplicant does not copy leftmost material from the base. This is required
by the anchoring constraint ANCHL-BR:
(13)

ANCHL-BR
The left edges of the base and reduplicant must correspond.

Since the optimal candidate necessarily violates this constraint, the ranking of
ANCHL-BR below ALRW is motivated. This ranking prevents the reduplicant from being
left-anchored with respect to base material. As demonstrated below, in order to satisfy
the anchoring constraint, either of the two high ranked constraints must be violated:
/guRjag, RED/

(14)

ANCHL-IO

ALRW

ANCHL-BR
*

✔ a.

g-uRj-uRjag

g

b.

gu-gu-Rjag

gu!

c.

guR-guR-jag

guR!

d.

guR-guRjag

*!

Because the reduplicant is infixed, the adjacency relationships in the input are not
sustained in the base output, violating the correspondence constraint CONTIG-IO:
(15)

CONTIG(UITY)-IO
If α and β are in the input, and α′ and β′ are their respective output
correspondents, then α and β are adjacent iff α′ and β′ are adjacent.

Candidates which satisfy C ONTIG-IO are those in which the reduplicant is prefixed or
suffixed. We already demonstrated above that prefixal reduplication is ruled out by
ANCHL-IO. When the reduplicant is suffixed, as in *guRjag-ag or *guRjag-jag, however,
ALRW is violated more than the desired output form violates it. This observation
motivates ranking ALRW over CONTIG-IO.:
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(16)

/guRjag, RED/

ALRW

CONTIG-IO

g-uRj-uRjag

g

gÊƒÊu

b.

guRjag-ag

guRjag!

c.

guRjag-jag

guRjag!

✔ a.

Summarizing the analysis so far, ALRWÊ>>ÊC ONTIG-IO requires the reduplicant
to be at the left edge of a prosodic word (i.e., as a prefix). But ANCHL-IO ranked above
ALRW demands the reduplicant not to be prefixal. The optimization of these three
constraints results in infixal reduplication where the reduplicant is only one segment
away from the left edge of the prosodic word.
2.2 Size of the Reduplicant
The size of reduplicants cross-linguistically can often be characterized as the emergence
of an unmarked prosodic structure (McCarthy and PrinceÊ1994). This effect can be
achieved by a prosodic alignment constraint like ALLσLEFT (Mester and PadgettÊ1994,
SpaeltiÊ1997) dominating the correspondence constraint M AX -BR (McCarthy and
PrinceÊ1995a), which maximizes segmental copying from base to reduplicant:
(17)

ALLσLEFTÊ≡ÊALIGN-Left (σ,PrWd)
The left edge of any syllable must be aligned to the left edge of some
prosodic word (gradiently violable).
MAX-BR
Every segment in the base must have a correspondent in the reduplicant.

Since the alignment constraint is satisfied only by a monosyllabic word (and
vacuously by null strings), it conflicts with MAX-BR whenever the entire reduplicated
word contains more than one syllable. Crucially, however, non-reduplicated words can
be more than monosyllabic, as seen from the data above. This indicates that the
correspondence constraint MAX -IO (18) must dominate ALLσLEFT , which in turn
outranks MAX-BR, yielding the emergence of the unmarked schema in (19).
(18)

MAX-IO
Every segment in the input must have a correspondent in the output.

(19)

Emergence of the Unmarked (EoU): MAX-IOÊ>>ÊALLσLEFTÊ>>ÊMAX-BR

This EoU ranking yields a reduplicant that copies as much base material as possible
without being larger than a syllable, as exemplified in the following tableau:
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(20)

/guRjag, RED/

MAX-IO

ALLσLEFT

MAX-BR

✔ a.

g-uRj-uRjag

*/**

g/ag

b.

g-uR-uRjag

*/**

g/jag!

c.

g-uRjag-uRjag

*/**/***!

g

d.

g-uRj-uRj

*

g

ag!

Candidate (20b) loses because it fails to copy as much base material into the reduplicant
as candidate (20a). On the other hand, candidate (20c) copies too much, resulting in an
increase in the syllable count. Candidate (20d) satisfies the lower-ranked constraints by
deleting input segments, violating high-ranked MAX-IO. Candidates such as *g-g-urjag,
which do not increase the syllable count will be ruled out by undominated constraints on
syllable well-formedness which are not relevant to this paper.
2.3 Summary
The two major properties of nominal reduplication have been discussed independently in
the preceding subsections, establishing two separate constraint rankings. Considering
examples from (5), these constraint rankings need to be brought together. That is,
ALRW must be ranked crucially over ALLσLE F T , in order to prevent minimal
reduplication of only the word-initial consonant, as in the incorrect *wa-w-ñima:
(21)

/wañima, RED/

ALRW

ALLσLEFT

ANCHL-BR
*

✔ a.

w-añ-añima

w

*/**/***

b.

wa-w-ñima

wa!

*/**

To sum up, the overall constraint ranking is provided below:
(22)

Constraint Ranking in MaNarayi
ANCHL-IO
g
MAX-IO
ALRW
g qgp
ALLσLEFT
CONTIG-IO ANCHL-BR
g
MAX-BR

3 Templatic Analysis
The EoU analysis of nominal reduplication in MaNarayi given in the previous section is
not the only possible analysis. Templatic analyses, both segmental and prosodic, can also
account for the same data. While a segmental template such as RED=VC1 works, we do
not discuss it in this paper given ample cross-linguistic arguments developed in the
literature since the advent of prosodic morphology (McCarthy and PrinceÊ1986, et seq.).
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Thus, we are left with only prosodic templates to consider. In this section, we argue that
a prosodic templatic analysis suffers from conceptual problems not shared by the
a-templatic EoU analysis.
The templatic analysis given in McCarthy and Prince 1993b (henceforth M&P) is
essentially identical to our EoU analysis, replacing ALLσLEFT with M&PÕs templatic
constraint RED=σ:5
(23)

RED=σ
A reduplicant must be monosyllabic.

The tableaux and arguments concerning misalignment of the reduplicant developed in
¤2.1 remain unchanged, since they do not make reference to ALLσLEFT. The resulting
constraint ranking is given below:
(24)

ANCHL-IOÊ>>ÊALRWÊ>>ÊCONTIG-IO, ANCHL-BR

The templatic constraint RED=σ must be ranked lower than ALRW (which is itself
ranked lower than ANCHL-IO). This ranking prevents a candidate from satisfying the
syllabic template with an improperly positioned reduplicant:
(25)

/guRjag, RED/

ANCHL-IO

ALRW

RED=σ

*

✔ a.

g-uRj-uRjag

g

b.

guR-guR-jag

guR!

c.

guR-guR-jag

*!

This is not sufficient to account for the data. In the EoU analysis, there is a principled
reason why the reduplicant has the size it does: it maximally copies segments without
increasing the prosodic size of the entire form. The templatic analysis must achieve the
same results. Consider the following tableau:
(26)

/guRjag, RED/

RED=σ

MAX-BR

g-uRj-uRjag

x

g/ag

b.

g-uRjag-uRjag

y!

c.

g-uRj-uRj

✔ a.

MAX-IO

x

ag!

g

The reduplicants in candidates (26a) and (26c) are the same; they incur the same
violations of RED=σ, marked as x in the tableau. Since (26c) satisfies MAX-BR better
than (26a) does but violates MAX-IO, MAX-IO must outrank MAX-BR. Candidate (26b)
has a different reduplicant and satisfies both MAX-IO and MAX-BR. Thus, its violations
of RED =σ (marked as y) must be worse than those for (26a), and RED =σ must outrank
5

ÊM&PÕs ROOT-ALIGN and LEFTMOSTNESS function like ANCHL-IO and ALRW, respectively, so we use
our version of their constraints. In addition, their analysis lacks certain constraints such as CONTIG-IO and
MAX-BR, but these can be added without affecting their original analysis.
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MAX-BR. Thus, xÊ<Êy. Since the reduplicants in (26a) and (26c) are not syllables, the
violations incurred cannot be non-zero. Crucially, RED=σ must be gradiently violable.
Otherwise, there is no way to distinguish between the reduplicants in (26a) and (26b),
predicting incorrectly that (26b) would be the correct output (no matter how RED=σ is
ranked).
The following tableau yields another restriction on counting violations of the
templatic constraint:
(27)

/guRjag, RED/

MAX-IO

RED=σ

MAX-BR

✔ a.

g-uRj-uRjag

x

g/ag

b.

g-uR-uRjag

z

g/jag

Since RED=σ outranks M AX-BR, candidate (27b) cannot violate RED=σ less than (27a)
does, so xÊ≤Êz. Similarly, the following tableau for w-añ-añima adds a further restriction
on the possible violations of RED=σ:
/wañima, RED/

(28)
✔ a.
b.

MAX-IO

RED=σ

MAX-BR

w-añ-añima

z

w/ima

w-añim-añima

v!

w/a

The reduplicant for candidate (28a) is the same as for (27b), a VC sequence straddling a
syllable boundary. Thus, its violations should be the same, z. The reduplicant for (28b)
is similar, but not identical, to that for (26b). It receives v violations, with zÊ<Êv.
These violations seem inconsistent. A reduplicant which neither contains nor is
contained by a syllable (-uR.j- and -a.ñ-) is more harmonic with respect to RED=σ than one
which contains a syllable plus extra material (*-uR.ja.g- and *-a.ñi.m-). That means that
if the template is to be violated, it is better to be smaller than the template than larger.
Yet from (27), we conclude that a larger reduplicant (-uR.j-) is actually the same or better
than a smaller one (*-u.R-). This inconsistency is troubling, since it is unclear how to
compute violations for a templatic constraint. Hence, we conclude that a templatic
analysis is not satisfactory.
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that nominal reduplication in MaNarayi can be analyzed in
terms of emergence of the unmarked, without reduplicative templates. Although
templatic analyses such as M&PÕs can be constructed which account for the same data,
such analyses are theoretically problematic. Under the a-templatic analysis we adopt,
these problems do not arise. In addition to previous arguments against templatic
approaches to reduplication (such as Prince 1996, Spaelti 1997, and McCarthy and
PrinceÊ1999), this study offers a new argument against templates from a theoretical
perspective.
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